GOLDEN AGE GAME BOARD READINGS
As introduced in my books,
Symbols of the Grid: Matrix of Mastery and
The Goddess and the Game Board: Messages from the Masters

I DO WHAT NO ONE ELSE CAN DO.
As an Authority on this ancient and effective device, I can help you
Discover your Hero’s Journey
Improve your relationships, health, and income
Build intuition and self-confidence
Call in your Spirit Guides
Elevate your thoughts and raise your energetic frequency
I can show you how I used the ancient Game Board to manifest new inner resources of courage,
wisdom and creativity. I support women who are feeling disconnected, empty, and spiritually
confused to find joy, love, and satisfaction in life. By asking questions, calling in angelic beings,
releasing the nine dice onto the Board and watching where they land, each symbol is a message
that brings answers of clarity and greater possibilities for beneficial results. I found my Hero’s
Journey and you can too. That’s why I say

I DO SOMETHING NO ONE ELSE DOES.
In a vision I saw this sacred spiral on a tomb wall in the Valley of the Kings. Why was I chosen to
find it? I really don’t know, but the pharaoh told me it had been hidden for thousands of years and
I was to bring it back into the world as a means of spiritual growth and remembering who we are.
It can be used by anyone, not just royalty.

Call 928-554-4105 to schedule an appointment
Dr. Jeri Castronova is a recovering Clinical Psychologist who realized her psychic abilities in her travels, dreams, and
past life memories. She has written nine books, based on these experiences. She now bridges the worlds as healer,
channel, artist, and mentor, helping women tell their stories and bring their transformative gifts into the world.
Visit her website for information on Game Board Readings, books, and travels: www.jericastronova.com

